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Student veterans club disbands
By Freak Sakaeelalk

An ad in Tuesday's News toU it all:
the University Veterans Club has been
disbanded due to lack of interest.
Despite the presence of 1.025
veterans and dependents on campus,
repeated efforts to establish a student
veteran organization have failed.
The failure is due to a lack of support
from the University, the community
and the veterans themselves,
according to Don McVehil. past
president of the club.
MCVEHIL. SENIOR (Ed I. formed
the club in 1970 after contacting about

An
Independent
Student
Voice

2,000 veterans listed on University
rolls.
About 40 or SO of them attended the
first meeting, and McVehil said his
hopes were high that the club would be
a success.
But his hopes faded when disagreement erupted over the organization's
purpose. McVehil said.
Some members wanted the club to be
politically oriented and to exert its
influence on the University, while
others. McVehil said, wanted it to be a
strictly social group.
"I felt that if we were going to get off
the ground as an organization we would
have to avoid making political commit-

ments which might create friction
among the members." McVebll said.
"EVERYONE HAS his own view on
the war and amnesty." he said. "I felt
we just needed to avoid that sort of
controversy and just give the guys an
organization in which they could get
together and relax."
McVehil said the University in the
past was unresponsive to the needs and
problems of veterans, a charge that
was borne out in a 1973 University
report dealing with veterans' affairs.
The report states. "Historically,
veterans affairs has had little or no
priority here at Bowling Green University, with the office relegated to

less than a part-time position.''
The report proposed establishment
of a full-time veterans program, so
that both veterans and the University
could better utilise the benefits and
funds available
THE PROPOSAL was fulfilled this
year when Dale Stylinski was
appointed campus representative by
the Veterans Administration
Stylinski. whose office is in 450A
Student Services BWg. expressed
regret that the veterans organization is
now defunct.
"There is a strong need for an active
veterans' organization here on
campus." Stylinski said. He pledged

his support to any further attempt to
re-establish a campus organization.
McVehil and another veteran, Rick
Toilimon. senior (B.A.), have
expressed an interest in trying to reestablish the club, but are skeptical
about their chances.
Both said better University support
is needed.
McVehil said chances would be
improved if the University would
allocate space for meetings
UNIVERSITY officials said a
request for space by McVehil had been
received, but the University refused to
grant it.
Robert McGeein, coordinator of

"me BG news

space planning, said, "The criterion
for determining whether or not a
student organization receives such a
space allocation is dependent on
whether or not the group is funded by
the University General Fund."
McGeein said the organization was
not supported by the fund.
Vice Provost for Student Affairs Dr
Richard R. Eakin. who is also
chairman of the Advisery Committee
on General Fee Allocations, said the
organization must apply to his
committee before it can receive
funding.
"We welcome all student groups to
apply for funding, veterans included,"
he said
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Dental service to stop ?
By Mark Doaash
Staff Reporter
University officials have determined
it is "highly probable" the University's
dental service will be extracted from
the Health Center next year.
After an examination of the center's
budget, a decision to terminate the
service was m de "in terms of
priorities with our limited financial
resources," said Dr. Richard R.
Eakin, vice provost for student affairs.
Robert G
Arrowsmith. acting
coordinator of student services,

revealed figures showing the
difference between the income of the
dental service and its cost of operation
was too much to bear.
SALARIES OF the dentist, his
assistant and the cost of their
equipment exceeded the service's
income by nearly $15,000 last year.
"Running this service at a deficit is a
costly operation," said Dr. Eakin.
Students receive a reduced rate from
the center, he added, accounting for
part of the deficit.
Students will have to go to the

community for dental work. Dr. Eakin
said
Appointments for local dentists will
not be made through the center, though
it may refer students in special cases.
AN AVERAGE of eight students per
day received dental treatment last
year, according to Dr Eakin Ohio
State University and Ohio University
are the only other universities offering
student on-campus dental service.
Ohio University may terminate their
service soon, Dr Eakin added.

Watergate lawyers urge judge
to have Nixon's health checked
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Dr. Donald Hilty, D.D.S., e.ominei a trudenl at the Univenity Health Center.
Accofdin
« »° University oHkiali, the service may be discontinued at the end of
the) year. (Newsphoto by Daniel Feicht)

WASHINGTON (API-Watergate
prosecutors said yesterday "it would
be only natural" for Richard M. Nixon
to try to avoid testifying at the
Watergate cover-up trial and urged the
trial judge to send three doctors to
California to examine the former
president
The government filed a response to
requests from Nixon's lawyers that the
subpoena for Nixon's appearance be
dismissed because the former
president's health would be
endangered by traveling to
Washington.
The memorandum came as the
government's first witness. John W.
Dean III. was testifying in the trial of

Subcommittee to question Ford
WASHINGTON (API-Democratic
members of the House Judiciary
subcommittee that will question
President Ford today about his pardon
of Richard M. Nixon say they are kft
expecting to learn anything new.
The limited time available for
questioning, the narrow scope of the
inquiry and a reluctance to put a
president on the grill will prevent any
deep probing of the issue, in their view.
Ford's unprecedented appearance, a
voluntary act on his part, will be
broadcast and televised, starting at 10
a.m.
The hearing will center on 14
questions raised by Reps. Bella Abzug
iD-N Y i and John Conyers (D-Mich.)
in formal resolutions directing the
House to seek the answers from the
executive branch.
SUCH QUESTIONS are normally
answered in writing or by the
appearance of subordinate officials.
Ford's first response was to bundle
up his previous statements about the
pardon and send them to chairman
William Hungate (D-Mo.) with a letter
saying there was nothing more to
explain
The reply irritated subcommittee
members, and Hungate requested that
White House Counsel Philip Buchen be
sent to Capitol Hill to supply more
information.
To Hungate s astonishment. Ford
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sent word that he would come up
himself.

for Ford's surprise pardon of Nixon
last Sept. 8

FORD'S DECISION is seen by the
two senior Democrats on the
subcommittee as a shrewd political
move designed to overcome the
generally unfavorable public reaction
to the pardon.
"He is trying to extricate himself
from the effects of what was obviously
a hasty decision," said Rep. Don
Edwards (D-Calif), Rep Robert
Kastenmeier (DWis. I said the hearing
should prove to be a political boon for
Ford
But both Edwards and Kastenmeier
said they did not expect the hearing to
produce anyting new about the reasons

THE WHITE HOUSE has advised
Hungate that Ford will have to leave
the hearing about noon. By the time
subcommittee members have made
opening statements and Ford has given
his detailed version of events leading
up to the pardon, the nine
subcommittee members will probably
only have about five minutes each for
questions.
In yesterday's editions The Chicago
Tribune reported that Ford will tell the
subcommittee that former White
House chief of staff Alexander M Haig
Jr. asked him eight days before Nixon
left office whether he would pardon

Nixon in the event he resigned.
THE TRIBUNE said Ford will say
he made no promise to Haig and no
deals with anyone in the Nixon
administration involving Nixon's
resignation
One of the 14 questions to which Ford
will respond seeks detailed
information about Ford's discussions
with Haig during the week before
Nixon announced his resignation on
Aug 8.
Other questions go into the matter of
Ford's knowledge of Nixon's health at
the time he announced the pardon and
whether he knew of any criminal
charges likely to be brought against
Nixon.

five former Nixon White House and
campaign aides.
JOHN D. Ehrlichman. who had also
subpoenaed the former president, told
the court he would be satisfied with a
deposition, taken under oath
Nixon recently was hospitalized for
II days for phlebitis and a blood clot in
his right lung.
The prosecutors said Nixon's
contention that his physical condition
is such that appearance at the trial
"would pose a serious risk to his life"
is not backed up by a "compelling
showing."
Nixon's doctor in an affidavit had
said the former president must wear
an elastic stocking, take oral
medication, avoid prolonged periods of
sitting, standing or walking, avoid
extended trips and should remain in a
controlled environment.
"IT IS CLEAR Mr. Nixon can
continue to wear an elastic stocking
and take oral medication while in
transit and in Washington," the
prosecutors said.
They added that he can avoid long
periods of sitting or walking and that
there are enough medical facilities in
Washington to keep an eye on his
condition.
The prosecutors said. "Mr. Nixon is
not a neutral or detached witness. He
has been formally accused of
participating in the conspiracy for
which defendants are standing trial,
and it would be only natural for him to
seek to avoid an obligation to testify."
BEFORE THE jury was brought in
for the third day of hearings yesterday.
Judge John J. Sirica indicated he is
thinking of sending doctors to

California to examine Nixon.
The matter will be debated after the
jury leaves the courtroom today. Sirica
will rule then.
Dean testified that in the hectic days
following the Watergate break-in he
told Ehrlichman a great deal about the
involvement of Nixon campaign
officials in the incident
Ehrlichman, one of the five
defendants in the Watergate cover-up
trial, is charged with lying when he
said that all he knew about the June 17.
1972, break-in at Democratic national
headquarters was what he had read in
the newspapers
The 35-year-old Dean, appearing pale
and even thinner than he was last year
when he testified before the Senate
Watergate committee, was the
government's first witness in the
Watergate cover-up trial.
AS HE testified, marshals guarded
every door in the U.S. District
courtroom. An air-terminal type
weapons detection system screened
everyone who came in.
Assistant special prosecutor James
F. Neal led Dean through the early
part of the Watergate story beginning
with the meetings, attended by former
Atty. Gen John N. Mitchell and
Mitchell's campaign deputy Jeb Stuart
Magruder at which Dean said a plan
for political espionage unfolded.
Mitchell and Ehrlichman are
charged with conspiracy to obstruct
justice, along with H R. Haldeman.
Kenneth W. Parkinson and Robert C.
Mardian.
All but Mardian are also charged
with actually obstructing justice
Mitchell. Haldeman and Ehrlichman
the three Nixon administration
officials in the case-are accused in
multiple counts of perjury.

SGA Senator submits election reforms
By Lorralae Jamesoa
Staff Reporter
A list of student government election
reforms has been submitted to the
Student Senate and the Student
Elections and Opinions Board by
Senator Christopher Mehling.
"After what we went through last
winter, it is obvious that our present
election system as it now stands is
antiquated." Mehling said.
During the Student Body Organization (SBOI elections last February,
six BG News staff members borrowed
validation cards from students who did
not vote and obtained 15 sets of
ballots
Twelve sets of ballots were marked
with a BG News stamp and were
returned to the ballot boxes.
The action was an attempt to show
that multiple voting by students was
possible.
MEHLING SAID he hopes that his

election reform proposals, if they are
passed, will prevent future election
problems.
The proposals, which will be
considered by the Elections and
Opinions Board when it meets in a few
weeks, include:
-moving the election date up to earlyFebruary ;
-reducing the personal campaign
spending limit to $30 per person and
t275 per ticket;
-defining a ticket as nine or more
students banded together under a
common name which will appear
behind their names on the ballot:
-allowing each ticket and
independent candidate to be present
for the opening and counting of all
ballots;
-requiring that each candidate
submit up to seven days after the
election an itemized report of
campaign expenditures and income to
be required before any winning
candidate could be certified by the

board of elections;
-permitting use of the Falcon's
Nest, lobby area, and Cardinal Room
of the Union for campaigning;
-allowing signs for candidates and
tickets to be placed only on bulletin
boards in University buildings and on
campus grounds;
-advertising for volunteers to work
at polling booths at the beginning of
winter quarter;
-conducting training sessions for all
volunteers well in advance of the
election;
-placing a polling booth in each
residence hall lobby, in the commuter
center and in one fraternity and
sorority house;
-requiring each voter to produce an
ID card and a validation and to sign the
poll book.
MEHUNG SAID HE believed that
moving the election date up would give
extra time before the quarter ends in
case any disputes arose.
Student Senate recently passed a

resolution stating that votes will be
counted immediately after the
election. The election could be
challenged only after a winner had
been chosen.
Mehling said he considers the
campaign spending proposal
important. He hopes it would give
students more of an equal chance to
run for office.
The limit for campaign spending now
is tlOO per person.
"After experiencing a campaign
myself I noticed there was a lot of
money wasted just in paper alone." he
said. "There were signs all over
campus, and too many ads.
"OUR KEY should be to get
candidates out to speak to groups and
in one-on-one encounters.
By requiring an ID. validation card,
and a signature on the poll book.
Mehling hopes to eliminate chances of
multiple voting.
More polling places will make it

easier for students to vote, and welltrained election workers will be able to
avoid mistakes that could lead to a
disputed election, Mehling said.
He anticipates some trouble with his
proposals to increase the number of
polling places and reduce campaign
expenditures.
He said more workers will be needed
to man more voting booths, but be said
advertising for workers early in the
quarter could provide the needed
manpower.
"Some people may be very upset
with the reduced spending limit." he
said. "Some potential candidates may
have planned to spend more.
Though Mehling said he doesn't
believe that all of his proposals will be
passed, be hopes the Student Senate
will approve something by the end of
the quarter.
The Elections and Opinions Board
will formulate any election reform
proposals The Student Senate will
have final approval.
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breeding inflation
crossing jam
A University senior came close to losing bis life last week because a
major transportation corporation has procrastinated in installing
adequate warning devices at the Penn Central crossing on East Poe
Road.
The hazardous crossing is entirely the fault of Penn Central.
The city of Bowling Green in 1972 began pressuring the railroad to do
something about the crossing. The city administration has even gone so
far as to offer to pay the econominally insecure Penn Central's part of
coat for an adequate warning system.
Tom Hoppin, public relations manager for Penn Central, assured us the
materials needed to install the warning system have been delivered-15
months after they were ordered. He also said the work would begin the
third week of November and should be finished by the end of the year.
Penn Central's lack of concern for providing adequate safety has been
appalling. No corporation with such a hardened public conscience
deserves to stay in business.

news media
only doing job
This is apparently the week to slam the media for carrying out its
responsibilities.
Vice presidential nominee Nelson A. Rockefeller led off the assault
Tuesday by charging that his nomination is being judged by the media
and not by congressional committee.
Rockefeller was joined in battle by Annabel Battistella, a "friend" of
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Wilbur Mills.
She charged that the press is "trying to destroy a great man" by
running accounts of an incident last week in which police stopped a
speeding car driven by an apparently drunken Mills.
Battistella, his companion, ran from the car and flung herself into a
backwater of the Potomac River. Battistella is an exotic dancer, a
pseudonym for stripper.
The Incident can at best be described as bizarre, and attempts by Mills'
aides to deny that be was even in the car only heightened the mystery.
There are also reports that Mills has been known to spend more than
$1,500 in a single night buying champagne in a sleazy Washington
nightclub.
That fact, coupled with Mills' other exploit, raises questions about his
fitness to administer one of the most powerful House committees.
Rockefeller, meanwhile, is angry because news reports tell of how his
family financed a 1970 book critical of Arthur Goldberg, who was
opposing Rockefeller in the New York gubernatorial race at the time.
He is also upset because the press has published portions of his
financial statements, which he claims were submitted to Congress in
confidence.
Apparently neither Rockefeller nor Battistella see that the press now
only has a right but a solemn responsibility to reveal the truth about
public figures.
Rockefeller wants to be vice president of the most powerful nation in
the world, only a heartbeat away from assuming the presidency; yet he
doesn't want the press-and the public -to know the truth about his
background.
Mills, one of the most powerful men in the capital, should be above the
kind of activity in which he is evidently involved.
If Mills is not above it-and it seems be isn't-then his constituents
should know that. And the press is making sure they do.
Both Rockefeller and Battistella are demonstrating the same kind of
thinking that allowed the political scandals of the last several years to
reach gigantic proportions.
Their thinking is based on one simple premise: that the public has no
right to know.
The American media feel differently. And the nation should be glad.

Lerrers
cheerleaders

We are very discouraged and puzzled
with the lack of enthusiasm the crowd
has shown at this season's football
games
This year's football team aren't
quitters. They have shown us how
united and enthusiastic a team should
be. Last Saturday the team also was
vary disappointed that the crowd was
not backing them during their total
team effort to upset Kent State!
We. as cheerleaders, feel it is our
responsibility to arouse school spirit
and are asking for any suggestions you
may have.
If hou nave any suggestions on this
matter please contact the
cheerleaders.

Jerome had many good things to say
about the man.
He mentioned that he was working
for people, and I found this to be true in
the coming years. No one needs to be
reminded of the benefits for us, nor the
help this afforded. I myself wish at this
time to thank Mr. Malone for all the
time and efforts he spent as president
of the OCSEA.
I wish him all the best that he is
worthy of. in his new position in
Columbus. I know he wUl still be in
there working for its members, and
continuing to do a good job. So Mr. Ray
Malone, full speed ahead. God be with
you.
Helen Rose
Chapman Hall
Office Clerk

WASHINGTON-We all nope that Rln
Tin Tin and the Inflation Fighters do
WIN, but only those who believe In the
efficacy of fighting fire with fire can
reasonably hope that President Ford's
plan will succeed. You don't fight
Inflation by creating more of It.
Putting aside the good-lntentioned
exhortations to share your leftover
Alpo with your neighbor's dog, the key
words In Mr Ford's speech were: "I
have personally been assured by the
chairman of the Independent Federal
Reserve Board that the supply of
money and credit will expand
sufficiently to meet the needs of our
economy and that in no event will a
credit crunch occur.''
The credit crunch has occurred
already, but, as the experience of the
last years might have taught us, the
crunch gets grittier when you continue
to expand credit. We're entering Into a
period of non-productive credit; that
is, people and businesses are now going
to the bank to borrow to pay interest on
the loans they've already taken.
By providing more credit at this
juncture, we're turning ourselves into
a nation of loan sharks, with each
shark chomping on the tail of the shark
in front of it and having its own tail
chomped on by the shark In the rear.
APPARENTLY NOBODY but the
Far Right and a few octogenarian
populists understand and appreciate
the capacity of the Federal Reserve to
create inflationary debt. It works this
way. Suppose you have one dollar in
your bank account but you have a
credit card. So you take yourself and a
group of friends to a restaurant where
you spend f 100 on dinner.
Then suppose that, without your
having paid the ., the credit card
company people ake a loan for $100

using your debt as collateral. Two
hundred dollars have been
manufactured out of thin air, and you
and your friends have put the assets
upon which this debt and-or money has
been created into your bellies.
That's Inflation, and that is, in effect,
what we've been doing on the most
massive Imaginable scale. Thus the
President's recommendation that "at
least" $3 billion be thrown into housing
via mortagage purchases is most
unfortunate. Not only Is this highly
Inflationary per se but it continues the
practice of using Federal creditmaking agencies to boom up more
inflation out back where people can't
see it.
Balancing the budget is an exercise
in futility if, outside of all budgetary
limitations,
quasi-Independent
government agencies can create such
huge clouds of debt. It Is estimated
that this year the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board and Its brothers in
Inflation will manufacture about $10
billion in debts that aren't counted
when prominent people make televised
speeches about getting federal
spending down to $300 billion.
Mr. Ford's tax proposals don't even
begin contemplating paying for that,
and yet these are among the major
mechanisms for spoiling the value of
our money.

NOTHING IN Mr. Ford's proposals
hints that be understands the
merchanisms of our damnation. He

wants to cosaerw energy. He can
invade Arabia, seise the oil weUs and
sell crude at two cents a barrel! -and
well still have 15 per cent inflation He
can eliminate the doable tax on
dividends, bat who's paying dividends'
Most of those profits you read about
are the result of accountants'
legerdemain. There's so cash in the
register.
And as for tax incentives on capital
Investment, any system which
encourages Investment on the basis of
tax considerations, rather than profit.
Is asking for red Ink which will
subsequently have to be covered over
by yet new initiatives la creative
engraving over at the U.S. Treasury
It's hard to write harsh things about
Jerry Ford. It's been so long since
we've had such a likeable fellow in his
Job, but he's got to get rid of that circle
of economic advisers. He mustn't
continue to rely on those worldly
sophisticates from the Grand Rapids
Chamber of Commerce and
intellectual bankrupts from Ivy League
departments of economics. Taken
together they are a congress of'
ignorance.
Copyright. 1S74, The Washington Pet
Elag Features Syndicate

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, eo The BG News. 108
University Hall.

speaking out

doin' the overdose boogie
If you were one of the brave souls
who stayed in Fun City Midwest last
weekend despite the three-day break
you may have seen the Aerosmlth
concert.
Now, I don't profess to be a music
critic, but I thought the concert was
great. Aerosmith was all anyone
expected them to be and more. When
they started their hard-driving rockand-roll the crowd came alive and
didn't stop shakin until Aerosmith left
the stage for the last time.
But there was a problem not readily
visible to most of the sell-out crowd,
and it concerned some of the younger
concert patrons, many of high school
and junior high age.
Now, 1 don't have anything against
high school kids; I was once one myself
(some people claim I still am).
But according to Dwight E. Greer,
Union Activities Organization (UAO)
director-at-large. several younger
concert buffs overdosed on drugs.

no enthusiasm
for team
1 am a newcomer to this campus and
I couldn't believe the lack of
enthusiasm that this University has for
its football team
The Kent State game was
fantastically played by the Falcons,
yet very little cheering came from the
BG side. In fact, the biggest cheer
came from the crowd when a man in
the stands was chugging a bottle of
wine.
Come on BG wake up. This team is
your team! Support it! I saw more pep
at my old high school. I for one will

disturbed because of the problems with
drugs at the concert.
The reason for their anger is obvious
Something like this gives the
University a bad image. It makes the
school look like an island of the drug
culture in the midst of society.
THE UNIVERSITY feels the same
way The concert policy strictly
prohibits drugs and alcoholic
beverages on the premises during a
concert.
ALTHOUGH THE concert was
sponsored by Cultural Boost, Greer
was helping out. He said at least SO
high-school age kids had to get help
from Karma.
' One kid was so screwed up they had
to give him heart massage and take
him to Wood County Hospital,'' Greer
said.
Greer reports that several
University administrators are

fully back the team, win or lose!
Bill Tuttamore
14584 Greensburg Pike
Portage. Ohio

missing treat
Something's going on Tuesday
evenings which I believe would be of
genuine interest to many of you were
you aware of It and could possibly
attend. I'm referring to the continuing
symposium, The Future of Education
atBGSU.
I realise that as an active
participant, I am somewhat biased;
the moreso as Experimental Studies is
the organiser of the affair. But based
upon what has transpired over the past

The Cheerleaders

more support
I have been employed at Bowling
Green Slate University for several
years, and have enjoyed my work,
association with all people, especially
the students. There have been a few
problems like we all experience, but
these have been solved and forgotten
Bach day 1 am thankful to be able to
be a part of this great place.
Several years ago. I was called by
phone on the matter of becoming a
member of the OCSEA. The person
eallkag reminded me that her money
was being used to assist me in the
Benefits which this organization was
working to provide.
She made it quite plain to me that I
was riding free at other people's
expense, which was true. So-even
though I had never beard of this before.
1 joined and have been glad that I did.
It wasn't until the era of former
President Jerome that I began hearing
of Mr. Ray Malone. and at one of the
Award's dinner for employes. Mr.

Beyond the direct action of the
government, our private banking
system has been manufacturing debt
and Inflation at a rate that not only
staggers calculation bat defies It The
banks are running amok printing
money.
Listen to Henry Kaufman, a
respected businessman-economist,
who is a partner In the Wall Street
firm of Salomon brothers: "An
American credit market with very few
rules of the game or restrictions will
eventually torn into a zoo without bars.
It will automate further debt creation
and raise interest rates to
extraordinarily high levels whenever
the monetary authorities are forced to
move to restraint. Under such a
system the Federal Reserve will be
forced to validate massive debt
expansion if disorderly markets are to
be avoided."
His language is technical and
diplomatic, but you can translate it to
mean that a maniacal spiral of
creating debt to pay for debt must
climax in grisly chaos.

-WHATEVER ELSE YOU FIND, I KNOW NOTHING ABOUT IT, OR APOLOGIZE FOR IT!'

You may have your own ideas as to
the merits of that rule, but it appears
justified when dummies pop too many
pills and have to be escorted to the
nearest hospital or drug center for help
before they kill themselves.
Greer said one of the ways to stop
this drug situation is to instill in people
the idea that a concert is an
entertainment happening, not an
excuse to get high.

three weeks, I can report very
neutrally that the symposium raises
real Issues, encourages energetic
debate, and guarantees that all parties
present will leave each session with a
wealth of ideas.
My five colleagues (Professors
Bradie. Burke. Doherty, Gray and
Marsden) and I share, at the very
least, one belief: that periodically
there is a need for as many members
of the campus community as possible
to give some thought to what we're
doing, why we're doing It, and also to
the ways in which we might improve
what we choose to call higher
education.
IDEALLY, of course, this process
should be continuous, but. in the
remorseless light of one's day-to-day
routine which renders ideals subject to
practical considerations, we have
settled for occasional, formal
gatherings to discuss and pursue these
vital matters.The symposium is one
such gathering.
All six of us are committed to this
task and earnestly invite the reader to
join us as we examine what it is these
university years are all about.
Frankly, we need the input of
students; we need to know how you are
faring as undergraduate or graduate;
need to know what inspires you and
sets you aglow, and what discourages
or even renders you apathetic and
Inert.
This is not to say we want to sponsor
bitch sessions, but we would value the
opinions and experiences of students.
In fact, it is essential that we learn as
much as we can from you as we try in a
modest, though unofficial, manner to
formulate some concepts concerning
Bowling Green's future.
For those of you who join us and
become involved, there is provided the
opportunity to engage In independent
study for credit. Each one of my
colleagues has agreed to sponsor any
student - on either the graduate or the
undergraduate level - who wishes to

If the drug situation is not alleviated,
there is a chance some bozo will kill
himself during a show, which would
certainly mean an end to concerts
here, at least for awhile.
Of course, the University could try
preventive medicine, which Would
amount to swarms of police and
security guards to bust anyone with so
much as a joint on them.
That would be disastrous to
scheduling big-name entertainment at
the University. And considering the
difficulties UAO and Cultural Boost
already encounter in scheduling, you
could just about forget ever getting a
really big name here again. After
all, no one wants to play in a prisoncamp atmosphere.
People must start to control
themselves or someone else will do the
controlling for them.

propose a project considered
worthwhile by both student and faculty
member.
This is not a come-on, but the desire
on our part to encourage research and
study in this most fascinating of areas:
your own education.
We meet every Tuesday evening
during the quarter in Room 112 Life
Sciences, between 7 30 and 9 30 pm If
you'll excuse the immodesty, you're
missing a treat.
Trevor J.Phillips
Director.
Office of Experimental Studies
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SGA devises evaluation forms
Lucilc A. Junes, senior
(Ed.i and Student Government Association (SGA)
senator, has completed a
professor-course evaluation
form that will be used this
quarter.
The evaluation may still
be revised by SGA before
distribution, she said.
The form now has 11 categories ranging from a rating
of the instructor's ability to
the content of the course
In each category, students
will rate the instructor or
course by using four
choices. For example, frequency of tests: a) too infrequent, b) right number, c)
too frequent, d) much too
frequent

Cycle safety

Proposed bikawoyt may improve safety far cyclists by providing thair awn
Ion. If lha bikeway bill pauat the Ohio legislature. 700 mila* of paved lona.
may ba available (Newtphoto by Daniat Fekht)

SOME OTHER categories
are attitude towards students, organization of the
course, assignments, fairness in grading and course
goals There is also room for
student comments.
The evaluation forms will

Young prepares bikeway bill
ByJadlSbrUer

State
Fredric
Daytonl
that will

Representative
N. Young (Ris preparing a bill
allot $10 million to

assist local governments in
building bikeways for
commuter and general use
in Ohio.
"If more people rode
bikes instead of driving

Free clinic tests cars
A free clinic to help car owners save gasoline and reduce
air pollution will be conducted from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. today
and tomorrow in the Ice Arena parking lot.
Environmental studies students will administer a simple
three minute test to check levels of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide in automobile exhaust.
The testing program, which is free and open to the public,
will show how efficiently the engine is operating and
whether a tune-up is necessary to reduce pollutants and
increase gas mileage.
Separate tests will be given for cars produced before 1969
and those produced after 1^69, due to a difference in the anti:.. pollution equipment.
The testing is sponsored by the Northwestern Ohio Lung
Association, the University's environmental studies
department, the American Automobile Association and the
Sun Equipment Company.

cars, it would help cut down
on air and noise pollution
and gasoline consumption."
Young said

give the local community a
chance to provide these
people with a safe place to
ride''

BICYCLING IS the fastest
growing form of personal
transportation in America,
according to Young's office
There are over four million
bicycles in use in Ohio this
year.
Young, who said he owns a
bike but doesn't ride it often,
said he thinks the advantages of cycling are obvious,
but that many people who
could ride their bikes more
often don't because it is too
difficult to ride on city
streets.
"I know many people h^ve"
tried to ride their bikes to
work in downtown Dayton,
but they had to give up the
idea because traffic is just
too heavy. Our bill would

EFFORTS AT getting
YOUNG SAID his bill,
bikeway funding into the
which he will introduce on
general fund budget are
the first day of the new
being directed at the Goversession of the general
nor's office, where the
assembly in January, will
Governor's staff is drawing
appropriate $10 million from , up the budget for next year.
the state's general fund to
Young said, "If the
provide matching funds to
local governments to plan
Governor includes the bikeand develop bikeways for
way program in his budget,
recreation and functional
it won't be necessary to
purposes
introduce a separate bill to
If Young's bill is passed, it
the House of Representawill make possible the
tives. This would make our
building of almost. 700 miles
task much easier."
of paved bikeway.
Young said seven other
states have approved
bikeway programs that are
funded from highway taxes.
"It is time for Ohio to
make its move to encourage

this inexpensive and healthy
method of transportation."
he said.

be distributed to all campus
living units Students will
tentatively return them
through campus mall for
tabulation by SGA. James
said.
The final results will be
published either in a booklet

or the News. The booklet
would be available in living
units in limited numbers,
she said.
BY PLACING the
booklets In living units.
James said she hopes the
results of the evaluation will

be used by students at class
registration time.
James said the forms will
not be distributed in classes
because some University
departments that already
have evaluations refused to
grant class time for filling
out the additional forms.

newsnotes
Body stolen
BUENOS AIRES. Argentina (APILeftist guerrillas have stolen the
remains of former President Pedro E.
Aramburu in a bold new challenge to the
government of President Isabel Peron,
police said yesterday
At least 20 men entered the Recoleta
Cemetery on Tuesday night, subdued
two caretakers, forced open Aramburu s
white marble tomb and carried the
coffin through an iron door to a waiting
hearse, cemetery officials said.
The body snatchers sprayed the word
"Montoneros" on a nearby tomb,
prompting poiice to blame the act on a
leftist guerrilla group of that name
which was once allied with the Peronist
Youth but now is in bitter opposition to
Isabel Peron. The Montoneros accuse
Mrs. Peron, who succeeded her late
husband, Juan D Peron, as president
last July 1. of "betraying the
revolutionary ideals of Peronism "

Knapp dies
BATTLE CREEK (AP)-Clinton B.
"Bill" Knapp. whose white colonialstyle restaurants became landmarks
along the roads of Michigan. Ohio and
Indiana, died at his home Tuesday night.
Knapp. 67, was to have left yesterday
for his winter home in Livingston, Tex.

Rockefeller
NEW YORK (API-Nelson A.
Rockefeller expressed indignation
yesterday at the delay of Congress in
pursuing hearings into his now controversial nomination as vice president.

Rockefeller told newsmen the Constitution calls for his appearance before
congressional committees, but since his
nomination by President Ford two
months ago be has spent only 2V, days
before a Senate committee but the last
two weeks in the nation's headlines.
"I'm getting a little indignant," be
said

Ford
SIOUX FALLS (API-Campaigning
for Republican candidates in midAmerica. President Ford argued
yesterday that a big Democratic victory
in congressional balloting next month
could lead to a legislative dictatorship.
Before flying here for a Republican
rally. Ford told a GOP breakfast in
Kansas City that he is a little
discouraged by pre-election polls and is
fearful Democrats might elect a vetoproof Congress that could enact laws
over his opposition.
"If you have a veto-proof Congress,
you in effect have one branch of government dictating to another...Americans
don't like dictatorships," he said.

Arthritic cause
NEW YORK (API-Evidence that a
peculiar infectious agent is a cause of
rheumatoid arthritis was reported
yesterday by doctors at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center.
If this is truly so, then drugs attacking
the organism might relieve the pain and
crippling of the arthritis.
The infectious agent causes uveitls, an
inflammation of deep tissue layers of
the eye, "and we believe it also causes
rheumatoid arthritis and some other
diseases," said Dr. Emil Wirostko, an
opthalmologist

SWEETEST DAY OCT. 19th
LONG STEM ROSES
SWEETHEART ROSES

LOOK, MA,

$

8.00adoz
$
5.50 adoz.

Prices Good For BG Area Only
Free Delivery In BG

H0 ENVELOPE.
Look, Ma, pretty campus. Look, Ma, good
friend. Look, Ma, right tackle. You can say
almost anything with a picture from a Kodak
pocket Instamatic camera. And, what's more,
you can add a few details on the back, address it, put on an 8c stamp and drop it in a
ma'lbox all by itself. Pocket pictures are nearly
postcard-size and work exactly the way postcards do Except they're better because
Ihey're more personal. Caution: don't make
them loo personal. ».-.*. ».««»..
ft Ma 1 M MM -»- IS*

Place Your Homecoming
Mum Order Now

MYLES FLOWERS
109 Clay Street

KOtTAKPOOCCThlSTAMATKCAIIBlAS.
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353-2802 & 352-2002
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Young debaters win few meets
ByMarciaCwik
Suit Reporter

material to back up all the
reasons to justify the topic.

Lack of experience, a
young squad and a difficult
debate topic have caused the
University'! debate team to
suffer more losses than wins
so far this year, according to
Ralph Carbone, graduate
assistant In speech.
Carbone said two two-man
teams have attended two
tournaments this quarter,
one each at Youngstown
State University and the
University of Kentucky in
Lexington.
At Youngstown, one team
scored a 1-5 record while the
other team chalked up a 2-4
record. The two teams had
4-4 and 3-5 records at
Kentucky.

CARBONE SAID he was
confident that the team
would improve since they
have been practicing.
"I'm confident we'll
improve once the young kids
get experience and get over
debating in big schools, and
realize they can keep up
with them, "he said.
Carbone said the debate
team is hosting a tournament at the University this
weekend. Fourteen Midwest
schools have been invited
The tournament is open to
the public.

CARBONE

j.
,
i
Keeping Ory

To keep dry during a recent heavy thundtrttorm, Run
Marcum 0f Columbut, Ohio lilt in the engln. wall of hit
•rolled truck. (AP wirephoto)

COACH'S] CORKER
EVERY THURSDAY

BLAMED

moat of the losses on the
squad's lack of experience.
"Most of it is inexperience," he said. "We have a
very young squad."
He said that out of about
12 members, only two are
seniors and the rest are
sophomores and freshmen.
The national debate topic,
"Resolved: that the power
of the presidency should be
significantly curtailed." has
also caused problems,
according to Carbone.
"The nature of the topic
has a lot to do with our
performance," he said. He
explained that there were so
many angles to the topic
that it was difficult to find

After several years of turbulence, the University's
greek system is showing
signs of increased interest,
according to Timothy Smith,
adviser to the University's
social fraternities.
"The system was strong
and healthy from 1961 until
about 1968." he said
Each
chapter averaged about 100
members, but that was too
large The members probably never got to know
each other very well."
Smith attributed the
decline in fraternity and
sorority membership in the
last few years ol the 1960s
and early 1970s to social
forces and attitudes

belong to organizations."
Smith said. "We did not lose
any chapters, but the
number of pledges and
members decreased."
Smith said a new image of
fraternities has helped
increase interest in the
greek system.
"FRATERNITIES ARE
not just party organizations." he said. "They are
involved in philanthropic
projects
with
orphans,
nursing homes and foster
children.
"We are getting away
from the idea of beerdrinking
greeks."
said
Michael H. Wilcox. president of
Inter-Fraternity
Council UFO. "We are

"It was just not cool to

Li*****
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SPECIAL!
TODAY ONLY!

HAPPY HOUR

3 p.m. until 10 p.m.
COMING OCT. 31 Halloween Night

THE DEBATE team
consists of six two-man
teams of undergraduates.

HOT FUDGE
BROWNIE DELIGHT

W000Y WOODBURY

They are coached by
Carbone and three other
graduate assistants, Martin
Feeney, Teri Pistolessi and
Carolyn Hoffman.
Faculty adviser for the
debate team is Dr.
Raymond Yeager, professor
of speech.
Carbone said Dr. Yeager
is well known throughout the
country since be debated for
the University before.
Because of this, be added,
the team often gets invited
to tournaments they would
not otherwise participate in.
"His name is well known,
and the reputation of the
team has been good for

some time." said Carbone.
Carbone said the debate
team is open to all undergraduate students. He said
the application of skills
learned in debate are widespread.
"It has some educational
value in that it teaches you
not only the ability to speak
properly, but there is also
wide
library
research,
which sharpens the tools of
reason and research," be
said.
Anyone who is interested
in debating, should stop by
10* South Hall to see a
member of the coaching
staff.

Interest in greeks increases

Dairy
Queen

presents

The team also will attend
a tournament at Capital
University later in the
quarter.
Activities planned for the
rest of the year include
attending a tournament at
Northwestern, hosting the
Bowling Green Honorary,
which is a contest between
the eight best teams from
the two national debate
honoraries. and hosting the
State Novice Tournament
for first-year debaters in
March.

•i

trying to branch out now
Each fraternity has one
service project each
quarter."
Pledging is up about 40 per
cent, be said. Wilcox gave a
number of reasons for the
increase.
"There is no simple fraternity stereotype anymore, "he said. "The houses
are too diverse. Houses have
athletes, good academic students, band members-all
types of students
"The small group living
that
fraternities offer
presents a good alternative
to dorm living for many
students, "he said.
WILCOX SAID he believes
a more progressive and educational pledge program has
helped increase the interest
in fraternities and sororities.
"The Inter-Fraternity
Council has regulated the
pledge program so there is a

minimum of hazing." he
said
Hazing is the initiation in
which pledges take part to
become active members.
"The days of goldfish
eating and shoeshining are
over." Wilcox said. "We are
leaving degradation behind
in teaching pledges the principles upon which the frat is
founded, and in getting to
know the brothers."
LINDA OGDEN. adviser
to campus sororities, said
she also believes an enlightened pledge program has
led to an increased interest
in the greek system.
"We have revamped the
pledge program." she said
"They take more of a human
development viewpoint The
idea now is to learn about
the sorority rather than the
idea that the pledge is an
inferior human being."

T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER
Across from Kohl Hall

HOODED SWEATSHIRTS
- 3 stylesw
Jackets, Jerseys & T-shirts
"Everything For Your Everyday Needs"

MILK

BREAD

BEER

Dairy Queen Bldg., 434 East Wooster

good all day October 17.

Two Great Shows - 8 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Reservations a must! 352-5211 - *4.00 per person
Special "New Year's Eve" Party Halloween

NightinCOACH'S CORNER.
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DILLS JEWELERS
129 S. MAIN STREET

new selection

young's gift
& art shop
156 N. MAIN

PH 353-2491

TIRED OF EATING IN THE
DORMS ON SUNDAYS?
Dinner includes
10 oz. Super Sirloin Steak Dinner,
Baked Idaho Potato, Tossed Green Salad,
and Warm Roll with Butter.

Ponderosa
Steak House
E. WOOSTER
Across from the football
stadium

features HOMEMADE
SPECIALS and the
best in AMERICAN FOOD
We also have a Salad Bar
Open Sundays 11:00 - 7:00

THE REDWOOD
160 N. Main St.
354-8731
At the corner of Court & Main

HAPPY HOUR 4 9 P.M.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
THURS. ■ FRI. - SAT.
FEATURING

THE KINSLEY BROTHERS
CALL 3S2-101S. EXT. 105 TO TALK
TO THE SHADY LADY
Located at 1628 East Wooster Street
in the Howard Johnson's Restaurant and Motor Lodge
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

ThwMtay, Octafer 17, 1*74,1tMKNnn/N|*i

TONIGHT
ONLY!!!

LASALLE*S
COLLEGE NIGHT
You're Invited

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17,1974
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS
DOOR BUSTERS
APPLY and CHARGE TONIGHT
JUNIORS JUNIORS

FASHION PANTS
& JEANS
Our Entire Stock Of Fall Fashion Pants

ORIG. 10.00 TO 14.00

TONKHT £99
ONLY

U

099

A FANTASTIC BUY
GIGANTIC GROUP OF ASST. SPORTSWEAR

REG. 9.00 TO 34.00
ORIG. 9.00 TO 24.00

ASSORTED SHIRT CLEARANCE

099
ONLY dm

r 2" „ 10"
2ND FLOOR-JUNIORS

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

SWEATER SALE

MENS
SLACKS

BULKY, SHAWL COLLAR SWEATERS
FALL FASHION COLORS IN S, M, L

ORIG. 16.00

..10"

ALL FAMOUS MAKERS
DOUBLE KNITS, LINEN LOOKS, SOME WOOLS

ALSO

FASHION KMT SWEATERS

YOUNG MENS

YOUNG MENS

SELECTION OF PANTS, JEANS

SHJRTS&

IN ASST. STYLES, PLAIDS, SOLIDS
29-36 WAISTS

SWEATERS

m

099

O

SOLID RIBBED TURTLFJECKS

199

NOW A

-13"

ONLY dm

JUNIOR COATS

JUNIORS
SWEATERS

PANT COATS, FAKES, BfXE JACKETS
8.88 SPRING CLEARANCE

JR. SAMPLE SALE COATS

2490 g 3490

FAMOUS MAKER PANT COATS
FLIGHT SATIN & STADIUM COATS
SPECIAL REDUCTION

2490

&

3490

SIZES 5-13
2ND FLOOR - JUNIORS

A 99

TO T

ORIG. 20.00 • 35.00

999

1/3.
100% ACRYLIC

LIMITED QUANTITY OF OUTERWEAR ,

ORIG. 6.00

1

NAME BRAND KMT TOPS

ORIG. 9.00 TO 16.00

ORIG. 12.00 -20.00

C99

799
ONLY

NOW W

ASST. STYLES AT GREAT SAVINGS
CHOOSE FROM T. NECKS, VESTS,
PULL-ONS, CARDIGANS - S-M-L
COMP. AT 7.00 TO 16.00

ORIG. 6.00

099

NOW 0

SAVE 1/2 AND MORE
ON
FAMOUS MAKE COSTUME JEWELRY
MAIN FLOOR - CENTER AISLE

ASST.
JUNIOR PANTS
CUFFED AND UNCUFFED
HIGH RISE AND NATURAL WAIST
SOLIDS AND PRINTS
SIZES 5-13
REG. 12.00 TO 18.00

NOW

mi/ i

00

" 2/10

ORIG. 9.00 TO 30.00

REG. 12.00 TO 40.00

Q99

ONLY O

1Q99

TO 1 9

FLANNEL SHIRTS

C49

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

CHOOSE FROM JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS, TOP!
ASSORTED COLORS IN 1018

MENS LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS

COMP. AT 13.00 TO 14.00

Q99
ONLY V

MISSES BETTER
COORDINATES

ON
FAMOUS NAME COORDINATES
ALL IN EARLY FALL COLORS. CHOOSE FROM
JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, TOPS

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

ORIG. 14.00 TO 20.00

f

W"1/2 .

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

BELT LOOP FLARES
32 TO 38 WAIST

799

SALE tJ

. 3" n 10"

FLORAL PRINTS IN ARNEL/TRIACETATE
ALSO
BLUE CHAMBRAY WITH FLORAL DESIGN
IN S, M, L, XL

S.M, LIN FALL COLORS
ORIG. 11.00 TO 13.00
ONLY

SAVE NOW ON BASIC AND NOVELTY
SWEATER STYLES
ACRYLICS & WOOLS IN ALL FASHION COLORS
S-M-L

TO 0
ALSO

ORIG. 8.00 TO 12.00

SWEATER
RIOT

100% COTTON LONG SLEEVE
BLUE, RED, GREEN

ORIG. 7.00

199

NOW T

SAVE 25% TO 33%

799

ONLY 1

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

MENS
DRESS SHIRTS
SOLIDS AND PRINTS IN
POLYESTER/COTTON BLEND

5W

POLYESTER/NYLON BLEND

6"

SIZES 14 V* TO 17 NECKS
ALL LONG SLEEVE

100% COTTON LONG SLEEVE
ASST, PLAIDS • S, M, L, XL

REG. 10.00 TO 12.00

COMP. AT 9.00

C99

NOW V

0099

TO imdm

C99 . C99

TONKHT %J

U

JUNIORS

MISSY & HALF SIZE
POLYESTER DRESSES

All
Junior Dresses

ORIG. 16.00 TO 24.00

20%.

MISSY & HALF SIZE
SPORTSWEAR

777

NOW 1

ORIG. 14.00 TO 28.00

088

Tonight
Only

NOW O

2ND FLOOR - FASHIONS

KING SIZE
BEAN BAGS

ELECTROPHONIC
COMPONENT
SYSTEM

HEAVY WET LOOK VINYL - EASY WIPE CLEAN
SINK IN COMFORT
BLACK, RED, YELLOW, WHITE, LIME. CARMa

166"

REG. 34.99

COMP. AT 269.95
DELUXE COMPONENT SYSTEM WITH
AM/FM/FM STEREO RADIO, 8 TRACK TAPE
PLAYER, AUTOMATIC RECORD PLAYER AND
TWIN SPEAKER ENCLOSURES.

LASALLE'S

ar 25"
ONLY

fcV
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Democrats hope to go/n Oh/o seafs
COLUMBUS
(API-Democrats hope to gain as
many ai two seats in Ohio's
congressional delegation in
November, although political analysis in both parties
ratnaln uncerUln about the
possible impact of Watergate on Republican chances.
Watergate emerged in
interviews with campaign
leaders on both sides as the
unknown factor
in the
Democratic fight to narrow
Ike present 15-8 GOP

margin.
"It's still there You can't
erase It," a Republican
strategist conceded
"The
voter apathy and voter disinterest Is, perhaps, a result of
the trauma in Washington."
Rep. James V. Stanton.
Cleveland Democrat,
predicted. "It's going to

have an impact on every
race."
A state party expert said
of the Watergate influence,
"You've got to couple It with
a good candidate."
Whatever the uncertainty
about Watergate, there was
almost unanimous agreement that apathy and a
general disillusionment with
politics is widespread
among voters.
THREE MAJOR battlegrounds set in Ohio's three
largest cities were getting
the most attention as the
campaign moved into the
final weeks.
National media reporters
and officials in both parties
closely watched the rerun of
a special election in Cincinnati's
1st
Congressional

District between Rep.
Thomas Luken and Willis D.
GradlsonJr.
Luken, a Democrat, won
in the traditionally Republican area by less than 2 per
cent last March S in an
election called to fill the
vacancy left by Republican
WUIiam J. Keating, who
resigned to become president of the Cincinnati
Enquirer.
The victory, however
slim, in a district once
represented by U.S. Sen.
Robert Taft. was interpreted by some observers as
voter reaction against
Republican
candidates
because of Watergate.
Gradison. a moderate who
has not been identified
closely
with
former
President Nixon, kept his

campaign office open after
the special election.
Gradison won a May
primary against a conservative and has been running
hard since
Both men served as mayor
of Cincinnati and are considered attractive candidates
with wide voter recognition
and ample campaign funds.
Democrats predict a
squeaker for Luken: Republicans say their man is
holding his own, and a
spokesman for the AFL-CIO.
which is plugging for the
Democrat, rates the race a
tossup.
THE SHADOW of Watergate looms larger in the 12th
District in Columbus where
Rep. Samuel Devine. a longtime Nixon apologist, faces

Student association revitalized
The Ohio Student Association (OSA) has drawn up a
constitution and by-laws and
will hold its first meeting
Saturday and Sunday. Oct.
a-27
The association will act as
an advisery board to the
Ohio Board of Regents,
provide
information to
students on actions of all
government agencies and
gather and disseminate
information on higher education in Ohio.
A board of directors
consisting of the 12 student
presidents
from
state
supported institutions and
seven other representatives
of higher education organisations will hold
"all
powers, responsibilities and
privileges of OSA." accor-

domg to the constitution.
The 12 presidents from
state-supported institutions
will choose the other seven
board members.

THE

STUDENT

who

chairs the board will be its
official representative to the
governor, chancellor of the
Board of Regents and both
houses of the legislature.
David Cox has been
chosen director of OSA
communication, according
to Student Government
Association President
Douglas G. Bugle. Bugie is
the University's representative to OSA
Cox will attend meetings
of the Ohio Board of Regents
and distribute minutes to

^fcrAA-^krA A AAAAAAAAAA

t

Dixieland
Festival
under the Big Top ,

Oct. 31 Nov. 1-2-3
J. Limited number of 4-day passes now
}L being sold for one price of $5.00 at
if the Student Union Ticket Office.
sponsored by

*

institutions involved in OSA.
OSA has acquired a
Columbus office and budget
for travel expenses, said
Bugie. He added that he was
uncertain
how
office
furnishings
would
be
acquired.
OSA WAS revitalized last
year after its budget was
withdrawn
by Governor
John J. Gilligan The board
had originally been established as a governor's
advisery board.
Bugie and other student
university presidents last
year met with Gilligan for
an explanation about why
the board had been
dissolved.

After discussing the issue

with Gilligan. the student
presidents concluded they
needed input and recognition
with the regents.
OSA worked on the constitution
throughout the
summer. Bugie said all 12
student presidents had input
into the constitution.
He said OSA will meet
with the chancellor of the
Board of Regents at its
October meeting.

a stiff challenge from City
Councilwoman Fran Ryan,
his Democratic opponent.
Devine's
identification
with Nixon "hurt him
earlier," a GOP spokesman
admitted
"Now that Nixon is gone
some of that has slackened
off," he said.
Ryan has focused her
campaign on inflation and
unemployment, but recently
attacked as "outrageous"
the request to Congress for
$850,000 for the former
president.

A

SPOKESMAN

for

Devine said he opposed that
sum. but endorsed the
$450,000 provided by the Presidential Transition Act.
Democrats are cautious in
assessing Ryan's chances
against Devine, who has
piled up big winning
margins in past elections
and captured more than 56
per cent of the vote in 1972.
"Devine never took the
race for granted," said one
party official. "He started
working early and he's
working hard."
Devine is running for a
ninth term in a heavily
Republican district.
His supporters were
elated when their candidate
squired President Ford
around town during his

appearance in Columbus to
deliver the Ohio Slate University
commencement
address last August.
Ryan's backers hope for
some impetus from the Ford
pardon of Nixon.
"I get a feeling when a
campaign catches fire,"
mused a Democratic strategist last week. "I don't feel
her campaign has caught
fire yet."
Stanton. who is coordinating
Ohio
Democratic
congressional campaigns, is
a little more optimistic,
noting big victories for
women in primaries in
several other states.
"I think it's a neck-andneck race." he said.
IN THE 23RD District,
where Republican Rep.
William Minshall is stepping
down. Democratic chances
are marred by the presence
of five independent candidates.
Foremost is maverick
Democrat
Dennis
J.
Kucinich. a Cleveland city
councilman who supported
Republican Ralph Perk for
mayor.
Kucinich is likely to hurt
State Sen. Ronald M Mettl
(D-24 Parma) more than the
GOP candidate, state Rep
George
Masties
(R-3
Cleveland).

must contend with conservative is Donald Gingerick
as well as with the
Democratic candidate,
Edward Strinko.
Strinko "is running an
aggressive campaign." said
Democrats, who added that
he is young and untested.
Worse yet. they said, he is
reportedly having trouble
raising campaign funds and
still was looking in early
October for money to buy
crucial television advertising

Mills 'embarrassed'
LITTLE ROCK (APIRep. Wilbur D. Mills, IDArk >.
told
reporters
yesterday that he was
embarrassed
about
his
encounter with Washington
park police nine days ago
and would talk about it more
during his campaign for reelection.
It was the first public
appearance by
Mills,
chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee, since the
Oct. 7 incident.
"I
said
I
was
embarrassed," Mills said
when asked about the
incident.
"I'm
still
embarrassed."

MILLS FACES Republi-

can Judy Petty in his reelection campaign. Asked
about the effect of the incident on that race, he
replied:
"Of
course
anything like this always
will be a factor."
Of the voters' reaction, he
said: ill find out when I
talk to them."
MILLS SAID he had not
been to Capitol Hill this
week because he was ill with
the flu.
Mills did not appear to
have any scars on his face as
he and his wife, walked from
the airport to a waiting car.
but he was
wearing
sunglasses

Scubo diving inexpensive, relaxing sport
When scuba diving is
mentioned, most persons
think of physical exertion
and expensive equipment
This is not true, according to
Scott Critchfield, junior

L*A •*"*••••••••••*

Tickle your friend
at UAO's Happy Hour
A live rock band
will provide the music
in the Union's Nest
from 2:00-5:00 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 18

(A&S). and president of the
University
Fin-N-Falcon
Scuba Club
"Scuba is a very relaxing
sport," he explained.
Critchfield added it is
probably one of the least
expensive sports when it

comes to buying equipment.

The only items a person
needs are a mask, fins and
snorkel.
THE
KIN-N FALCON
Club was officially formed
three years ago by persons
interested in scuba diving to
organize events for the
members.

••••••••••••••*
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•THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT

A Specials

*i

(ID. REQUIRED)
•SATURDAY I SUNDAY MATINEES
(•II matinee showings - all seats - $ 1 00:

CINEMA I

NOW PLAYING!
EVE. 7:15 4 9:35

Quality beer provided
at an inexpensive price

PAY ME 1V> MILLION DOLLARS BY DAWN OR
THE WORLD'S GREATEST LINER WILL RIP
PEOPLE WILL DIE.

Now you can dial long distance calls from
your dormitory room. But to do it you
need a student Toll-Dialing card. There's
no charge for a card.

What's in it for you? Your T-D card permits dialing station-to-station, person-toperson and collect calls on your dorm
room phone. We'll bill you monthly.

To get one, stop by our Business Office
at Stadium View Plaza, 1616 East
Wooster St. We're open 9 to 5 weekdays. Bring your student ID card and
validation card.

The alternative? Without a TD card you
have to call long distance from a pay
phone. That means waiting in line and
paying more! Get your T-D card today and
save.

• ToH'DwImg cards available only to BGSU students Applicable only to toll calls dialed from dormitory room phones.

On Nov. 10 the club is
having a program featuring
I)r Richard Wright He is
the world's foremost authority on history and shipping
of the Great Lakes.
The Fin-N-Falcon Club
meets every Sunday from 810 p.m. in the Natatorium.
Anyone interested in the
Fin-N-Falcon Club or scuba
diving may contact Scott
Critchfield. 372 5657

Delta Tau Delta
Little Sis Rush
All Interested Girls

Tonight at 7:30

i^wiAur
I ^fc-V

HAS )UST MQUft'

IBB

zLisane/i/o\
CALL
352-5166
103 N. MAIN

NOW PLAYING!

EVL-7:15 49:45
Saturday It Sunday Matinee at-2:00 & 4:30

PICK UP YOUR STUDENT TOLL-DIALING CARD NOW.
CHARGE CALLS ON YOUR DORM PHONE AND SAVE
MONEY. SEE US BY OCTOBER 25.

FUTURE CLUB activities

include trips to the island of
Cosumel. Mexico and
Florida On Oct 26 they will
go to the St Clair River.
Mich.

—JUGGERNAUT

The Alumni
*
Association
J
No cover charge!
:••••••••••••••£ *•••••••••••••••

Your T-D* card
is ready.

According to Critchfield.
former club members are
currently
employed
as
marine
biologists
and
commercial divers.
He added, "We really like
qualified and certified
divers to join the club. It
gives them a chance to
further their education in
scuba diving."
However, the club does
have members who are not
certified divers.
These
members generally join to
go on the various outings of
the club. Critchfield said.

Saturday & Sunday Matinees at 2:15 & 4:45

OPEN LIKE A CAN OF SARDINES AND 1200

GTE
GERERAL TELEPHOflE

"If Kucinich wasn't in
that race. I suspect Mottl
would beat Masties," said a
Democratic spokesman.
"With him in it's anybody's
ball game "
The district, composed
mostly of suburban Cleveland, is considered marginal
by both parties.
In the 8th District in
southwestern Ohio. Rep.
Walter Powell, a Republican, is retiring.
The GOP candidate, state
Rep. Thomas Kindness (R58 Hamilton) is favored, but

MB*j

■Ai
■w-v

®
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Persons inder 17wiH pcsithith
not tea*mrM ID CARD REQUIRED

rAA A AT A A A A AAA

Open Sun. thru Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-l a.m.
Fri. 4 Sat. 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Free Delivery

dinner^jt heatre
BREY PRODUCTION'S
JAQUES BREL IS AUVE AND
WELL AND UVMG IN PARIS"
Dinner and show lor one price

1-537-2931
Continuing this week

WE'VE GOT IT

TOGETHER

The dollar Oral lor students this yeir
Brought cue* by popultr demand

^it-|wi-,t«r!
8.50 General admission
Group rates available
Puces includes
3 French entrees
Favorite vegetables
Rolls and butter
Salad Bar
Dessert cart and coltee

630 Ala cartt bear.
■M and champagne
Cheist trays
7:15 Owner
I JO Show Tim.
University of Toledo
Student Union Infman Room
Wedneida. thru Saturday!

University ol Toledo
Student Union 2509

s
Thunrfoy, Cki.br 17, 1»74, Tha M Nnn/?qt 7

lull's 'War Child' repetitious

local briefs

Review by Davie Faaaray

Money found
A large amount of money found on Thurstin Street last
week still awaits claiming, according to Campus Safety
Lt Roger A. Daouit.
The undisclosed amount of money can be claimed at
Campus Safety or the bursar's office by identifying the
amount.

Coffee hours
International coffee hours will resume from 2-4 p.m.
today in the International Lounge. Williams Hall.
Sponsored by the Indian Students' Association, the
program will include a slide presentation at 3 p.m. on
India

Bikes missing
Two bicycles were reported missing to Campus Safety
on Tuesday.
Lynn Gardner, freshman (AfcSI. reported the
disappearance of her bicycle, valued at $30. The bicycle
was not locked, but had a license.
Ronald J Olah. junior (El), said his 5-speed bicycle,
which had no license or serial number, was missing. The
bicycle, valued at 170. was locked to a rack at Kreischer
Quad

When Jethro Tull released
"Passion Play," band
leader Ian Anderson was the
victim of one of the harshest
critical condemnations since
Led Zeppelin made its first
appearance.
The barrage of bad press
was so severe that It
actually drove Anderson and
his partners into a state of
semi-retirement
This reaction from the
band raised many questions
about Tull s future Some
wondered if Anderson would
give up music altogether.
Anderson himself has now
provided the answers to
these questions. Rock's
"enfant terrible" has
rebounded with the release
of War Child (Chrysalis
CHR 10671
THIS RECORD IS a
monument to Anderson's
tenacity. In spite of the
generally adverse reactions
to the last two Tull albums,
he has shown here a determination to stick with the
musical styles that typified
them

Organist
Ferdinand Klinda. European organist, has his
American debut at 8 p.m tomorrow in Recital Hall.
School of Music.
Born in Czechoslovakia. Klinda studied organ,
composition and piano at three conservatories. He holds
a degree in music and medicine
Klinda teaches masters classes in Bratislava.
Czechoslovakia, Helsinki. Sweden, and Weimar.
Germany. His free concert is made possible through a
grant from the Music Performance Trust Fund of the
American Federation ot Musicians

Initiation set
Alpha Lambda Delta, honorary for freshman women,
will hold fall initiation at 2 p.m Sunday. Oct. 27, in the
Grand Ballroom, Union
Any sophomore woman who achieved a 3.5 or higher
point average in her first quarter at the University or has
maintained higher than a 3.5 through the first three
quarters of her freshman year is eligible.
Women who meet membership standards and have not
been notified of acceptance should contact Linda Ogden.
425 Student Services Blrig . or call 372-2151 by tomorrow.

Scientists
Dr. Phillip Morrison, physics professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will speak
tomorrow and Saturday at the fall meeting of the Ohio
Section of the American Physical Society at the
University.
About 100 scientists are expected to attend the
conference which includes symposiums, a banquet and
paper presentations
Registration begins at noon tomorrow outside 210
Math-Sciences Bldg. The meeting is open to the public,
and the fee is tj.

Adviser
Kathleen L. Lewton, assistant director of the
University News Service, was honored as one of the top
10 advisers for campus chapters of Women in
Communications, Inc. (WICI) at their annual national
meeting held in Philadelphia.
Lewton has served as chapter faculty adviser for two
years, during which lime the membership of the chapter
increased from eight members to more than 30 full and
20 associate members.
This year she has been chosen to serve on a regional
nominating committee for WICI and will work on the
organization's national legislative committee.
Selected on the basis of reports filed by student chapter
officers and regional vice presidents. Lewton was chosen
from among (acuity and staff members advising more
than 80 campus chapters of WICI.

NOW OPEN
MOUNTAIN HIGH
ICE CREAM
&

Fresh natural breads
Sunshine Cupboard

Dannon Yogurt

45c

Continental Yogurt

55c

Home Style Bread Mt Vtrnon Academy
wil deliver to campus office bWgs if ordered before 11:30 -

15« charge

There can be no doubt left
after listening to "War
Child." The blues - jau rock Jethro Tull of "This
Was," and the Jethro Tull
rock and roll machine of
"aqualung" can only be
spectres from the past.
Anderson is going to pursue
his dramatic designs even if
it kills the band
The differences between
"War Child" and both
"Passion Play" and
"Brick" seem to be slight.
The basic theme of the new
release does not appear to
deviate from that developed
in the previous releases.
Anderson looks on life as
folly. He sees man as being
trapped in a drama of monstrous proportions, with no
guiding spirit to get him out
of the despair that surrounds
him
The lyrics create the same
sense of hopelessness that
dominated "Passion Play.'"
That this record is simply a
follow-up to last year's epic
seems to be confirmed by
references to a passion play
in two of the most pessimistic songs on "War
Child." including "Sea

BELFAST I API-Women
inmates held the warden of
Armagh Prison and three
other prison officials
hostage yesterday and disorders spread elsewhere in
Northern Ireland to protest
internment of suspected
terrorists without trial.
Police said 100 women
inmates seized Warden John
Cunningham, a male guard
and two women officers and
held them in an attic at the
top of a cellclock at the
Armagh Prison. 35 miles
southwest of Belfast

"They have not been
harmed so far." one of the
inmates shouted at security
forces.
"They are being held
hostage until our demands
are met."
The prisoner did not make
clear what the demands
were, but she shouted: "We
shall not give up until our
men are safe."
AS INMATES rioted at
Armagh and other prisons.
Catholics of Belfast,
Londonderry,
Newry,

House votes on statute
WASHINGTON (API-The
House has voted to repeal a
controversial no-knock law
which allows federal agents
to search residences in some
instances without identifying themselves.
The measure was sent to
the Senate Tuesday on a
voice vote
The 1970 law was designed
to help crack down on drug
offenders
It allows federal judges to
issue warrants authorizing
Justice Department agents
to break into residences unannounced for searches in
cases where the property

being sought might be
destroyed or the agents
would be in danger if they
knocked.
In calling for repeal of the
law earlier this year, the
House
Commerce
Committee said there have
been cases in which Justice
Department agents "in their
eagerness to crush illicit
drug trafficking, have
mistakenly broken into the
homes and apartments of
dozens of innocent families,
terrorizing the occupants
and heavily damaging
property."

Armagh and Lurgan joined
in sympathy demonstrations. They formed human
barricades in the streets,
hijacked vehicles, set fire to
cars and pelted soldiers with
rocks, forcing traffic to a
standstill and the closing of
many shops
The demonstrations began
Tuesday night at the Maze
Prison, seven miles east of
Belfast, where a police
source said 100 of the 130
Quonset huts used to house
some 1.900 political
detainees and convicted
terrorists were destroyed by
fire
The blaze broke out during
the fighting between
prisoners and security
forces, the source said.
Authorities said nine
prisoners and one guard
were hospitalized.
MOST
tainees

POLITICAL deare suspected

members of the "Provisional'" wing of the Irish
Republican Army, waging a
guerrilla war to drive the
British out of Northern
Ireland and unite it with the
Irish Republic.
Security chiefs said they
believe the rioting and arson
were part of a concerted
effort by the outlawed IRA
to end political internment
in the province. The internment policy was started in
August 1971 in a bid to curb
the violence between extremist Roman Catholics and
Protestants in which over
1.075 persons have died.
The Armagh seige apparently began when eight
women inmates grabbed
Cunningham while he
inspected a cellblock
Troops using tear gas
made two unsuccessful
attempts to free the
hostages.

LOOK AT THESE I
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

- FEATURING -

ICE COLD

BEER & POP

Char Broiled Steaki and
t'bopi
Fall Coarse Family Din
L

lt VARIETIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
Open Tun thru Sat. 7:3M
Sundays 7:31-7:11

L
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TO GO

ALVA

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

ALKASaTZER
Foil

36"s

100'$

2

PRICE,
11a.m.- g

•4.95 ooz

Sweetheart Roses
Phone 353-1045

tip
*£

g

; JP jlouirrbmwr
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428 East Wooster St.
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LASALLE'S
"GIGANTIC
BOOK SALE"
SALE 29* to $22.98
Published at $1.50 to $75.00
• Brand New Books - Famous Publishers
• Books for the entire family
• Hundreds of titles to choose from:
•Art -gardening -nostalgia
-antiques -homemaking -poetry
-classics -nature -travel
-cooking -outdoor -collector's items
-children's books for all ages

"EARLY BIRD BOOK SPECIALS"
"Famous Classics"
• Durabind - hardback editions
• Many titles
sale.29eao,5/99c

published at $1.50 to *1.95
"Yesterday's Best Seller's"
at today's low, low prices

sale 49.98
published at $42.50

Mfg. List 4<X
NOW ONLY

BATH OIL
BEADS

"Michael Angelo" the Painter
sale'22.98
published at *75.00
Color Art Library "Mosaics & Watttau"

MON.
NIGHT

113
Railroad
St!

Regular Roses

"Vincent Van Gogh"

GRAY'S

TOURNEYS

Golden Cue carries a full line
of pipes, papers & paraphernalia

m ih\ i
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
Dleti
.

'

Pn
; ■ on Service
*il' rour Prescription

352-7248

<&
*

*,•*»*

sale 1.00 to '1.50

DIAL
SOAP

REGISTER
NOW
FOR

Oct. 18-19

Published at $2.95 to $4.95

100's
Mlg list $1 09

/

Special in Bowling Green
Friday and SWEETEST DAY

• Word literature - Poetry
• Word Literature - Poetry
• Immortal Gibran Poetry
$

EXCEDRIN

CURAD
BANDAGES

L

i£
3g

"Collector's Editions"

Mfg. List $185

1

5»»J*i«ar»>»S»!>W3»r»aWJ

choose from novels, adventure,
humor, & non-fiction

Mfg. List $1.31

mm

372-2445

published at $4.95 to 7.95

TRANQUIL
Mfg. List 12 00

Hcl

Fact Line

sale44ceaor3/$1.17

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

^■KS L& M.

Oct. only

Bob DuPont, Mgr. t Co-Owner
Dorothy Joyce, Co-Owner

listening because Anderson
has not made it a simple
collection of "hummable."
danceable rock tunes.
AT FIRST, this is aggravating. I like what Tull used
to do. The only songs on the
new album that bow to the
past are "Skating Away On
the Thin Ice Of the New
Day" and "Bungle In the
Jungle." And these only are
echoes of "Thick As a
Brick" with their smooth
musical flow and somewhat
classical feel.
Still, there is something
compelling about this
record. Even though
Anderson's lyrics sound
pompous, and I am not sure
if he is actually doing anything valid with the
contrived complexity of the
music. I want to keep going
back to "War Child This is
much the same reaction I
had to "Passion Play."
I feel confident that Jethro
Tull followers can judge this
new effort by the way they
may have felt about the
previous one. Ian Anderson
does not appear to be ready
to change his approach to
music yet.

Belfast inmates seize guards

7 p.m. wn

531 RIDGE ST.
BOWLING GREEN
PH. 352-8031

Lion" and "Skating Away
the Thin Ice Of the New
Day."
ANDERSON HAS done
only one surprising thing
with "War Child." Instead
of making It a large piece of
music, running through both
sides of the album, be has
divided it into separate
songs. These are not.
however, much different in
sound and structure from
the various short segments
that made up both "Passion
Play "and "Brick."
Like the different movements on these previous
releases, the songs on this
album almost seem to be
examples of "anti-rock and
roll."
The lyrics are vague and
carried by rambling melodies The music behind them
seems to meander. It Is
obviously subordinated to
what Anderson sings. The
result is a confusing hodgepodge of wild instrumental
outbursts, mellow vocal
passages, and distressing
rhythmic breaks.
Thus, "War Child" is not
an album that is easy to
digest. It demands careful

sale79c published at'3.98

"Children's Books"
50COr2/99Cpub.afl.95to'5.25
picture books
Uttto folks
• Teenage

Illustrated
Reinforced
Library binding

BOOK KPT.

SECOND FLOOR

Pot* t/Tha BG New., Thursday, October 17, 1974

Boston guard remains alerted

WE'LL FRAME IT
336 S. MAIN

Discount Picture Framing
• Photography
• Needlepoint
• Mats cut

• Paintings
• Prints

Friendly Courteous Service'

BOSTON
(AP)--The
National Guard will remain
on alert in the Boston area
despite criticism by Mayor
Kevin H. White that it comprises "an inept, incompetent, ill-equipped, undisciplined or undertrained
militia."
Gen. Vahan Vartanian,
adjutant general of the
Massachusetts National
Guard, said his troops would
remain in the city as long as
they are needed. He said the
men are well trained and
well equipped.
"I take my order from the
governor; he is the
commander-in-chief." Vartanian said.

police and National Guardmen to bring in the federal
troops.
"We cannot permit
Roxbury. a black section of
the city, to become another
Watts. We must not allow
South Boston High to
become another Kent
State." the mayor said.

MEANWHILE,
the
Pentagon said Army paratroopers at Ft. Bragg, N.C.,
have been placed on
increased alert in case they
may be needed in the Boston
school crisis.
Defense
Department
spokesman William Beecber
said the move was purely

by Garry Trudeau
INSTEAD, I WILL REMAIN
IN CANADA - CANADA, UHSRE
COMPASSION IS MORE THAN JUST
AN EMPTY PKOMSei /FAMEMCA
IS NOT READY TO BIND HER KOJNKi
Hi HEDGE MY AUE&ANCE TO
HER MBSHKRJD THE NORTH f

SO YOtfYE
1HAT5 R/6HTDECIDED TO
I HAVE DONE
I STAY IN
N0THIN6 WRON6*
erne. Mg
i CANNOT ACCEPT
SHOOT?

THE FCRD AMNESTY
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1
6
9
13
15
16
17
18
1!>
21
23
24
28
29
30

Personable young people
(over 21) are needed to wait
on tables and perform at the
new Westgale Dinner Theatre, which will open in late
November.

r

$

WIN 30

35
38
39
40

43 Ripen.
44
-Magnon.
45 Ambler.
48 Explosive
cocktail.

ACROSS
Tears.
Fruit of a palm.
Multicolored.
Introduces.
Gantry.
Massachusetts
politician.
English
hymnologiat.
Quivers.
Rescues.
Biblical name.
Lifters.
Heavy rains.
French coin.
Highest note.
Agricultural
study.
Another name.
Tail's canton.
Does a lawn job.
Political
agitator.
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in merchandise and
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Play

"PICK THE
SCORE"
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63
66
59
B0
62

Dyes.
Where Napoli is.
Bristles.
Fill anew.
Irrational
numbers.
63 Auatralian vine.
64 Feneer'a weapon.

65 Plant
66 Chemical
suffixes.
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Served Monday thru Saturday
9 am to 11 a.m.
Sunday 9 am. to 1 p.m.

■ McDonalid*

1050 S. Main
1470 E. Wooster
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Type site.
Furnace man.
Plums.
loss.
Sleuths.
Geological ridge.
Joy.
Reflection.
Fisherman.
Garb.
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Goddesb ol peace.
Jealous.
Girl.
Courageous.
Jets or MeU.
Spaniah jar.
Fence piece.
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Loose fiber*.
Kind of meav.
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-GOLDEN CUE-

The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m in the Alumni Room of the Union for a chapter meeting. Ralph
Snydcr. minister of Plain Congregational Church will also speak on
"Lordship."
The Christian Science Organisation will sponsor a Christian Science
Testimony meeting tonight at 6:15 in Prout Chapel. All are warmly
invited.
^^
The Union Activities Organization will sponsor a EUCHRE
TOURNAMENT starting today from 7 00-9 00 p.m. in the Wayne
Rin of the Union $.50 per team Open to public Bring partner if
possible, otherwise, one will be provided.
Effective 10 12. the Newa' classified ad rate will chaage from Mt
per liae Is 14e per wore (III per capitalised ward). Tab ekaagc
dees not aecessarlly reflect aa increase la coat per ad. It not only
lets yoa know exactly how much yoar ad will coat, bat also allows
yoa to pre-pay yoar ad
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Something of value,
while returning from B (i -Kent
FB game Call Chuck at 351$019
LOST: Tan key case Reward.
Call 354-6*31 or 823- 7955
HELP WANTED
Apply In person between 2 and 4
p.m Starling pay $1 90 1004 S
Main.
Drivers wanted, own car. Apply
at Mr. Ed s
Babysitter needed Wed. norm.
for 1 yr old. Westgate area. 352
MOB.
Anyone
interested
in
performing for happy hours
please contact Bill Woods. Ph
353-7555 or U.AO office.
RN's and LPN's needed. Call
363-8411
Now

taking

applications

for

weekend, closing sales
personnel Shifts 4-12 p m . 4-11
p.m. Apply in person at LliK
restaurant. 1450 E Wooater
SERVICES OFFERED

■ Of.' 1 ^...pli'lc
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40

"International Coffee Hour.'' sponsored by World Student Assoc
and Indian Association, will meet today from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
International Lounge of Williams Hall. Open to all.
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Flag Football Intramurals will be held tonight at 5:30 p m behind
the Women's Btdg

93.5 FM

N. Dixie Hwy.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

WAWR

"Try an egg. grilled in sweet creamery butler, covered
with melted cheese and Canadian Bacon, on a toasted
English muffin."

■

We are not responsible for mistakes unless notified on first day of Insertion.
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IT'S A HCAttTV BMAMfAST
WITH A PttrCt THAT WOMT
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In a statement opposing
deployment of the Guard,
White said. "We cannot
allow this city to become
another Detroit, where it
took dozens of civilian
deaths at the hands of the

Ken Shaw Productions, 5515
Southwyck Blvd.
Applicants should bring
music for a vocal try-out, a
resume, and a photograph, if
possible.

ATTENDANCE at Hyde
Park High School, the scene
of trouble Tuesday, was off
sharply. About SO policemen patrolled outside Ike
high school and In its corridors. One youth was
arrested on charges of
assaulting a police officer.

DOONESBURY

GOV. FRANCIS W.
Sargent ordered the guard
mobilized Tuesday following
a disturbance at Hyde Park
High School in which eight
white students were hospitalized, one with a severe
stab wound. Sargent also
asked President Ford to
send in federal troops, but
the request was denied.

Auditions will be held beginning at 5 p.m. this Friday
and beginning at 10 a.m. this
Saturday at the offices of

precautionary and added
that paratroopers would be
used in Boston only as a last
resort.
Mayor White's statement
came shortly after the
opening of Boston schools
yesterday. No major incidents were reported, and
rain fell throughout the day.

Homebaked. decorated cakes
All occasions Call 354-1714.
For your photographic needs:
portraits.
passports,
applications 4 etc. VVeissbrod
Studio 123 W Wooster 3544041
Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area. 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call

collect, 24 hour service 21*4311557
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON.
THE WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER. 515 CONNEAUT.
Beginning Oci 20. Sunday
editions of the New York Times
will be available at Sam B's
Carry Out 107 State St. from 11
a.m. to5p.m Sunday
WANTED
Female to share apartment own room Greenview Apt*
(tl.M/mo. includes utilities.
Call Cindy 352-6935
11. roommate needed for winter
quarter only. 353-1204
Need 2 m r.:mmts
For Info call 352-9CT

limned.

1 male roommate needed at
Cherry Hill Call 352-913* after
5.
1-2 F. rmmts for 3-bdrm
house. 354-3245 after 5
1 female rmmi for house
wnler/spr qtr $55/mo. 352*1*3
Needed-1 female roommate for
winter and spring atrs. 354-3351.
Male needs room for $*0 mo or
less Will share 352-4710
PERSONAL*
Delta Upsiloa Little Sis Rash
Oct IS. (-10 p.m. Oct. 17. (-10
p.m. All Interested women
invited. Come and sea the
founders of the Little Sis
program.
JOINTED STICKS

Don't miss our fabulous
welcome back College Night at
J 11
Madar Clothiers,
downtown Bowling Green,
tonight from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
See today's ad
Tekes - I've been to leas and
they've been fun. but to me now
you guys are no 1. What you did
for my house shows you're
made of special stuff But for
how good you always make me
feel. I can never thank you
enough. Freddie
With cards, flowers, hairy
buffalo and the Tekes, It was a
tea that's hard to beat We want
to thank you for such a great
time, by saying. You swept us
off our feet " The Gamma Phis
Tom - The walk was good, the
talk was better I'm glad for
Sunday it brought us closer
together Your Big

69 Fiat $500 besi offer
sell 352-6026 or 2-5011

Must

ONKYO Tx-555 Stereo revr
Rectilinear XII Spkrs . Lenco
B 55 man II $580 Call 354-8133
after (p.m. Except wk ends
67 Pontiac Le Mans. V-8. pwr
steering, pwr brakes, air &
radio $300'best offer Call 3543705 after 3
GIBSON
Les
Paul
"Professional'
guitar with
case Acoustic 271 amp. Call
Dave 352-6346
12 x 55 mobile home. 2 bdrm..
washer & dryer, air., excellent
condition 354-9352
Dyn Ster outfit incluu speaks
and stand. For car: 8 irk tape,
bike carrier 352-5813.
1970 MBG. 50,000 miles, new
top. new paint (blue), asking
$2,300 Call 352-5850 after 5:00.

Group 34 Reunion • Rap session
Thursday, Oct. 17. Haven House
- Apt. 19. ! 00-9 30 p.m. Carol
372-4503. Brad 3644*64 BYOB

Tandem bicycle 353-8411 (-4:30.
Mon thru Sat.

Orthodox Christian Students
GENERAL MEETING
Sunday. October 20. (:00 pm
St John's Episcopal Church
1505 E Wooster
Let's Try Again!

Solid State Zenith stereo/radio
$70 352-0273

Sif Ep Sam sez: Thanx to the
Golden Hearts for the great
breakfast We love ya all
Sig Ep's rocked & rolled to good
music and good tunes. Thanx
Alpha Phi's for being a part of a
real great tea
SUPPORT OUR FOOTBALL
TEAM
MIGRATION TO
MIAMI.
COR SALE
(7GT(Coupe 352-89W
1172 Ford R ANCHERO with bed
cap (2500 20.00* miles 3533715
4 Aluminum Mags. ILHi 14"
Competion Profile Tires. 1 mo.
old. all for $150.00 or offer. U.S.
Divers, aluminum tank,
regulator and backpak with boot
(135 WPh 372-5657
1972 Opel GT Sports Coupe,
must sell. Excel, mech.
condition 353-2112.
Red sparkle drum set. used 1 yr.
(MO 372-010* or l-*3*-74fl*
7* Olds. Custom a*, air. Ms*.,
very clean 351-7147.
nan. typewriter, excellent cood SUMM after 5

Vivitar (5-205 mm 2O0m lens
$25 352-8303 after 5

(t Ford van; recently rebuilt
with carpet, paneling, tape
player, many new parts. (900
352-«846
GARAGE SALE! Furniture,
lamps, clothes and much misc.
Good student buys 1022 Fort
Drive. Fri. Sat and Sun.
FOR RENT

-

Furnished apartment available
Dec. 15.3524157 Evenings
Preferred Properties still has
openings for fall. If you need a
place to live give us a call. 3529378 Indoor heated pool, sauna
and whirlpool.
Still looking for a place to live
this FALL" If so. stop out to
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE and
see why we have the best
apartments in town FALL
leases available "Cablevision
available" 2 bdrm. furnished
and unfurnished apts
(53
Napoleon Rd. Suite 5. For info
call 352-624* Hours 9-12 and 1-5
Mon thru Fri. Married couple's
rates. (225. unfurnished rates.
Greenview furn 1 bedroom apt
for SUBLEASE (146 mo. 3520273.
Brand new 3 bdrm bouse on
Elm St.. Dunbridge. Married
couple. 3524*1*

Modest Preston shuns print,
but sparkles in BG backfield
By Du GarfieM
Asslitant Sports Editor
Who is as powerful as a
lion, runs with the grace of a
gazelle, and says. "ah. don't
play me up too much. I'm
not that good?"
Dave Preston. Bowling
Green's outstanding tailback
is modest in his speech, but
is mighty on the football
field The 5-11, 192-pound
running back has been
spectacular this year in his
rushing efforts and has
leaped into the limelight as
the
Mid-American
Conference's top offensive
rusher

Leader

Fokon tailback Dav. Passion bolts clear of any opposition on
his way to another long gain. Tho .sophomore running back
ha» proved to bo a big throat to opposing team* this yoar as
ho ha* carried the ball 134 times for an MAC loading rushing
had of 592 yard. Preston's scoring efforts also have put him
en top of tho league with seven touchdowns for 42 points.
(Nowsphoto by Dan Fokht)

BUT PRESTON insists he
does not want to be played
up so big. as if he was a
Heisman trophy candidate
or unanimous all-Amerlcan
athlete Instead. Preston's
efforts and statistics can
speak for themselves.
A three-time Bowling
Green nominee for MAC
player of the week.
Preston's record efforts
include carrying the ball 38
times for 185 yards against
Toledo and a five-touchdown
performance against
Dayton.
In addition, the former
Defiance standout has
tallied 592 yards in 134
attempts-tops in the MAC
rushing circuit.

The BG NewS>

S PORTS

r»og«9

Preston passed up Ohio
University's L.C. Lyons for
the MAC rushing lead last
week.
Rushing isn't the only
statistic Preston dominates
He is also leading the conference in scoring with
seven touchdowns for 42
points.
PRESTON'S edge has
been his stamina and
unyielding efforts in running
the ball, 25. 30 and as much
as 38 tunes in a ball game
The BG tailback said he has
always been accustomed to
carrying the ball many
times, and even more
towards the end of the
season.
"I think I can run the ball
25 or 30 times a game."
Preston said. "I used to
carry the ball that many
times in high school."
However Preston credit's
some of his success to the
Falcon offensive front line,
and his running-mate,
fullback Vic Bakunoff
"For any successful
running, you have to have a
good front line and I think
our offensive line has been
real good. We're getting
better each week." he said.
But Preston added that
football is different from
other sports like basketball
and baseball where individuals shine.
"Football's a sport where
one shines because of
another's efforts," Preston
said, pointing out the efforts
of the BG offensive line. "If
I was running behind a
second-rate line. I wouldn't
be as good."
THIS BG tailback compli
mented Bakunoff's blocking.
"Bakunoff's an excellent

Thursday, October 17, 1974
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Swami saysi

capable quarterbacks In
Miller and sophomore Mike
Booth.
"Both of our quarterbacks
are good leaders." be said.
"Miller has shown he can
get things done. He hasn't
shown any effects of
nervousness or freshman
inexperience."
That lack of nervousness
will be important in the
upcoming Miami contest,
Saturday, and for Preston, It
will mean trying to knock
over a Redskin defensive
wall which ranks as one of
the best in the nation.
PRESTON SAID the Falcons will stick to their

successful game plan calling
for him to run up the middle.
"We've bad success going
up the middle. We're not
going to change," Preston
said referring to the Mil
game.
Preston, with six games to
go, nears the 1000-yard
rushing mark and a possible
BG all-time rushing record.
But, be is looking forward to
a possible Mid-American
Conference championship,
most of all.
"I think we're still in it,"
be said. "Miami is the
biggest game of the year
But if we win. the Ohio U.
game will be the biggest."

BG female swimming squad
opens campaign against MU
By l.aurl Leach
Staff Writer
Going to the football game
in Oxford Saturday'' Before
the game, there's another
Falcon team which will test
the Redskins The BGSU
women's swimming team
opens its season against
Miami at 10 am Saturday
at Oxford
Bowling Green has never
lost at Miami and it looks
doubtful that BG will be
beaten this year The Falcons have set three records
at Miami, including junior
Becky Siesky's 50-yard freestyle record, that have yet to
be broken.
THE

PROGNOSIS

this

season for the swimmers
looks good. The team lost
only Amy Burson who had
two back operations during
the summer. Burson will be
coaching the diving team.
The swimming team has
also retained all of last
year's all-Americans.
Including Becky Slesky,
Valerie Newell. Betsy
Fisher, Barb McKee, and
Gail Sailer
Twelve freshmen and one
transfer student joined the
team, making team depth
"greater than before."
according to Sailer.
"The women swimming
the butterfly and freestyle
make up the team," Sailer
said. "The women are

weakest in backstroke."
Mary Finke from Kettering is possibly the new
hope on the diving horizon
BG has traditionally been
weak in diving
BOWLING GREEN will
host only two home meets
this year The BG relays, set
for Nov. 10. will be the first
home meet.
The swimming team's
future plans include swim
ming in an international
meet in Canada in January
and a possible swim
marathon to help raise
money so that the women
can attend the NCAA
championships in Boulder.
Colorado in March.
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Miami over BG by 14
Ohio University over Morehead State by a
Kent over Utah State by 10
Toledo over Dayton by 21
Ohio State over Indiana by 40
Oklahoma over Colorado by 14
MIcMgaa over Wisconsin by 20
Mtcklgaa State over Illinois by 1
Alabama over Tennessee by 7
Nebraska over Kansas by 14
Kentucky over Louisiana Slate by 7
Notre Dame over Army by 21
North Carolina over North Carollaa State by 3
Western Michigan aver Marshall by 7
Penn State over Syracuse by IS
,t ,
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Mocker. He's improved so
much over last year. His
blocking has been one of the
big keys this year He gets
me that extra two or
three yards-make that 20 or
30 yards on a big gain." said
Preston
In a year labeled "The
Year of the No-Names,'' and
a season where inexperience
on the team is common.
Preston and freshman
quarterback Mark Miller
have come through as star
performers and are
gathering increasing conference respect. Preston
said he believes BG is
fortunate to have two good.
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OUTERWEAR SALE

STILL HAS OPENINGS FOR MONDAY NIGHT WOMEN'S BOWLING
LEAGUE. SIGN UP IN THE UAO OFFICE. COST IS ONLY $10.00 PER
QUARTER.
PLAY STARTS MON. OCT. 21

THE DEN
announces a weekend pre-season sale
of their entire outerwear stock
wool plaid jackets waist length and CPO plaid
shirt-jacket - corduroys zip out lined jackets
included - storm survival
or snorkel coat -

— many others —
we will accept LAW. on this speciality
MON-SAT.

_L

THE DEN

Today's outfit is a long hooded sweater in variegated blues and reds, worn over
a soft blue acrylic turtleneck with blue
cuffed polyester gaberdine slacks. These
are available in other color combinations.
Our model is Debbie McEwen, Freshman, from McDonald East. Debbie also
works at the Powder Puff. Come In and
check our sportswear today.
The Powder Puff

KM

PRESEASON

UAO Bowling Leagues

The Powder Puff, 525"Ridge St. has
the perfect outfit to wear to class on these
early Fall mornings.

352-5265
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Confrontationcon Studer handle Cousino ?
Bv Dick Reel
ArabUat Sforti Editor
General Lee vs. General
Mtade at Gettysburg The
Monitor vs. the Merrimac
George Washington vs.
Cornwallls at Yorktown
General Travis vs. Santa
Anna at the Alamo.
Classic confrontations, to
say the least.
Steve Studer vs. Brad
Cousino.
Studer is the starling
center for Bowling Green.
Cousino is Miami University's starting middle
guard.
If you think Saturday's
game between the Falcons
and the Redskins will be a
hotly-contested battle, the
Studer-Cousino confrontation could burn up the
turf at Miami Field.
SOME background information is necessary to
explain why this individual
battle should shape up as a
great one.
This is Studer s second
year as a starter for the
Falcons. The Massillon
native is regarded as one of
the top centers in the MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) and is one of the
strongest BG gridders.
Cousino is the best middle
guard In. the conference.
period. There are no ifs.
ands. or buts about it. He
was the MAC'S Defensive

Player of the Year'' last
season, an honor that many
thought should have gone to
Kent State's great linebacker Jack Lambert.
Lambert is now starting for
the Pittsburgh Steelers
Cousino is that good.

"HE'S VERY devoted to
the game of football. I think
he's a better middle guard
this season than he was last
year." Crum said. "Brad
feels that when there's no
room for improvement, he's
done, and he feels ihat he
can keep getting better "

As a junior last season.
Cousino was credited with 96
tackles and 91 assists in 11
games. He also sacked
opposing quarterbacks 32
times for a minus 154 yards.

Falcon head coach Don
Nehlen, in last week's press
conference, said, "Cousino
could be 100 pounds and still
kill you."

IN CASE you are
wondering. Cousino is
mortal
Consider the statistics
that Cousino has racked up
this season. Against the University of Kentucky, he had
10 solo tackles. II assists,
one fumble recovery and he
blocked a punt.
Against Purdue, he was
credited with IS solo stops,
and nine assists. Against
Marshall, he had 14 solo
tackles, seven assists and he
tackled runners for losses
totaling 21 yards.
No. Cousino does not duck
into phone booths to change
uniforms.
"He's so quick. He's the
quickest middle guard I've
ever gone against.'' Studer
said of Cousino. "I had
problems with him last year
because of his quickness. "
Cousino s coach, Dick
(rum
has nothing but
praise for the six-foot. 205pounder.

Playing head-to-head
against Kent State's Larry
Faulk last Saturday should
help Studer this week. Some
have described Faulk as a
"big" Cousino.
"Faulk is the best middle
guard I've faced so far this
year." Studer said.
"Cousino is a lot quicker,
though. He has much
quicker pursuit than Faulk
does."
THE CHALLENGE to
battle Cousino on even
terms is staring Studer right
in the eye. And he knows it.
too.
"I think that when a guy
has a reputation like he
(Cousino) does. I feel I have
to give something extra to
get the job done." said the
six-foot. 224-pound center.
"Of course, I try to do my
best every game. Maybe for
certain games, like this one.
I can't afford to make too
many mistakes." he added.

What makes Cousino as
good as he is?
"IT'S HIS first step that's
so quick," Studer explained.
"And he's got great upper
body strength along with his
quickness that makes him so
tough.
"One middle guard will
have good strength, another
will have great quickness,"
the junior continued. "Not
too often will you come
across one that has both like
Cousino does."
The Falcons double-teamed Cousino last year on most
running plays, but Studer
said the former Toledo
Central Catholic star is
equally tough on passing
situations

Field hockey coach Carol
Durentlni seems to have
found the depth she was
looking for in her offense as
both the "A" and "B" teams
presented her with victories
last Monday afternoon at
Goshen College in Goshen,
Ind.
Sue Chorman and Cheryl
Baker scored important
goals as BG's "A" team
slipped by Goshen. 3-1
Cbqrman scored thp tying
goal in the first half and an
Insurance goal, in the second

period.
The Falcons had 20 shots
on goal, while Goshen had
four shots on goal BG
goalie Lynn Crane had three
saves.

Durentini described the
game as "good" for both BG
teams. She praised her
offense and defense for
being fast and aggressive
while working well together.

BOWLING Greens "B"
team shut out Goshen. 4-0.
Mary Schlanger opened
scoring for the Falcons in
the first half. Phyllis
Starrett scored two goals
and Terrie Fair scored one
goal in the second half

THE FIELD hockey team
will meet Ashland College at
4 p.m. today at Sterling
Farm Field in their first
home match.

With a nickname like
"Goof," one might expect
Falcon booter Glenn Jost to
be a player who is known for
his mistakes
However, if one studies
the junior fullback's
credentials, it becomes

Glenn Jost

UAO

h>as open dates for teas
FRI. AND SAT. NIGHTS

352-0740

9:00-12.-00 P.M.

or stop in Wed. Sat. evenings

(5^*^

Steve Studer (dark uniform) charges off the offensive line
during last week's action against Kent State. Stodor w«l bo
going hood to hood with Miami superstar Brad Cousino
Saturday. (Newsphoto by Mkhoel G. Gronel

the Falcons have posted on
the way to this year's 4-0-1
record are an indication o(
the defensive unit's
prowess.
Jost is quick to include
fellow fullbacks Craig
Tester. Greg Luthman. and
Bud Lewis as other contributors to the BG defensive
success that has seen the
Falcons allow only two goals
in five games this season.
Add either Bill Heyne or
Tom Doriety in the BG goal
and the defensive crew is
complete.
If one thinks that all the
impressive statistics have
the Falcons on "cloud nine"
this week, consider this

Saturday's opponent and
you'll understand why it is
all work and ho play for the
Cochrane corps this week.
THE FALCONS will face
Cleveland State (OBU), who
may not be considered an
athletic power in all sports,
but in soccer, they are
ranked number one in Ohio
Current Ohio Collegiate
Soccer Association 1OCSA1
rankings have the CSU
Vikings on top of the weeklv
poll.
Add the Falcon's number
two ranking in the OCSA
poll, and all the ingredients
for a classic battle are
present for Saturday's 7:30
p.m. clash with the Vikings

COLLEGE NIGHT
SPECIALS
TONIGHT ONLY 7 P.M. to 10 P.M.
DOUBLE KMT
SPORT COATS

BUTTON DOWN SMUTS

Satatt group o* doubts Krvt sport coats tn four colors, navy,
bunjandy baaje and dk brown Regular pnoed ai J3« ttK.
super bargain w* ba avaOatMa tomght only for the low low.

BEER SERVED

19 95

Bucks County Onto* Ckrth Button Down Ortw shut*, per'act for dress** up or wearing to data Mad* m beautiful
dtxatM prau fabric that •• fine tor itarclwig too Comas m
su sobd colors o* whrtt. sou. y«*ow. blue fratn and DM*
and rwjuUffy tttaditor .13 50 TorvfM only tna pnoe is
sisshad to an unbahavabty low

Shawl collar cardigan, regular $25

tonicht only '18.99

Turtle Neck, regular $22
Crew Neck, regular $21

tonljMonly '17.99
tonifhtonly '16.88

Navy blue shaw/collar. regular $21
Off white plain collar cardigan, regular $21

tonifhtonly '16.88
tonight only '16.88

WHITE DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS, Reg. 26.00

tonight only 43.95

BELTS, Reg. 7.50

tonightonly$ 2.88

WOVEN FLANNEL SPORTS SHIRTS, Reg. 10

tonightonly' 7.88

HOODED PARKA

ONLV

WAIST LENGTH JACKET

This famous hooded pert* by FwU and Stream has many
fma queataes but most important •*■ heap you warn, an
ttwt vary ooU days Comas m navy and tan and ragMarty '•
tart tor $50 Has four paten pockets and a «yton ropa
orawstnrif at 0w> want rt'i nrvjartap length « a fashion
knocMut mat is sura to go QtacHy at

1

4495

Thn "KHnnp-cut brana/ watt langth faohrt n mad* *
ttta sama fantastic HMmuM 'tone aa the port* and
Mao mao* by tha sama company Features two patcti
pocMU witti flaps and also a conceshW pochet ban*W
patch pochats Comas » navy and tan and tonejht
roducadto

£=2495

C^3^-^^

THURSDAYS

5-12.

//

THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER

-■tcKI.

109 Sooth AAain, Bowling Green,Ohio

mm

PHONE (419) 354-7871

BANKAMERICARD

PH.352-7571
lOOMS.rAAtro

'.. tonifhtonly* 3.88

TONIGHT ONLY 7 P.M. TO 10 P.M.

REG. 8"SOB SAfJPWicH
C«I.7Q)

•Cheese* 'Horn • 5*t*«i -LoiNto ■

^88

FISHERMANS BULKY KNIT SWEATERS
25c Admission

CREW NECK KNIT SHIRTS, Reg. 8.00

$

at Baldwin Wallace s Finnie
Stadium in Berea
For Jost and the Falcon
booters. the game has
special meaning
"I think everyone thinks
last year's game was a fluke
or something." Jost said in
reference to BG's 5-1 win
in 1973 "Everyone thinks
that Cleveland was caught
off-guard, but actually we
just outplayed them This
year, we'll prove it."
JOST FEELS that BG s
"team concept" will be the
factor that prevails in Saturday's clash
It will
literally be BG's team
versus the outstanding
individual talent of CSU

JD MADAR CLOTHIERS

Featuring:
"Charlie, Maria & Ken"
in the
Cardinal Room of Union

For info call

evident that the nickname is
quite misleading
In fact, the Falcon defensive coordinator has as
one of his main duties on the
playing field the responsibility of keeping the goal
area "clean." In head coach
Mickey Cochrane's terminology, he is a "sweeper."
"Goof" entered the 1974
season playing the center
spot in BG's 4-3-3 alignment
with some pressure. He was
attempting to replace BG's
departed
all American
Dave Dyminski.
HOWEVER. Jost must
have learned his new position well if the four shutouts

Folk Music

GIGOLO

On

Jost's nickname misleading

By Pete Englehart
Staff Writer

UAO

The Falcons had 37 shots
on goal and goalie Marianne
Vest had three saves

HGQU

Booters face CSU Saturday

Women's field hockey teams
overcome Goshen College
By l.aur 1 Leach
Staff Writer

"I'm going to have to
work this week on my pass
protection." Studer said.
"In fact, I'm going to have
to work hard all week."
Studer is not overly-confident about battling Cousino
Saturday. But he's not
taking an underdog role,
either.
"Let's just say I respect
Cousino a lot and I'm
looking forward to playing
against him,"he said.
The battle lines are
drawn. After Saturday's
game, it will all be history.
For the fans who will see the
game, though, the StuderCousino battle just might be
more interesting than the
contest itself.

B.6.

MASTER CHARGE

4343,

J.D. MADAR REVOLVING CHARGE

